Hello all (the group of 7,575+ and growing):

The CBC shills for the Liberal Party

We know that PM Justin Trudeau and the Liberal Party of Canada (LPC) will be basing much of their campaign in the upcoming federal election on Canada's efforts to reduce worldwide "Climate Change".

And our wonderful stated owned broadcaster has become the shill of the LPC. Have you noticed that over the last few months, every news cast on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation has one or two stories on "Climate Change", with Justin Trudeau or Catherine McKenna right front and centre in the story - from forest fires in BC (many of which were caused by arson), to the alleged loss of glacial ice in Greenland (when the temperatures across Greenland have been within the normal range for the past 100 years), to flooding in Eastern Canada (which has not reached the flood peaks experienced in the late 1800s and early 1900s) and on and on.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/greenland-ice-melt-1.5233597

The latest is the recent report, released Thursday by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change ("IPCC"), which delivers stark warnings about the need for drastic changes to agricultural practices, human consumption habits and forestry management to prevent an escalation in the climate-change-related floods and forest fires that could lead to a global famine. The bottom line is that humans must eat less or no meat! Read that as: "Let's do away with another of Canada's great industries!"


These stories are all over the CBC every day, just as election season is about to begin. They are the perfect lead in to the upcoming Liberal campaign. And recognize that they all involve controlling the actions of Canadians to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2).

But does anyone ever ask the question: How can CO2 at 4 parts per 10,000 in the atmosphere cause anything, let alone, the climate to change? And
even more important is to ask the question: **How can mankind (sorry, humankind) have any effect on the atmosphere if we only produce 1/3 or less of all CO2 produced?** In other words, we are being asked to completely disrupt our economy, destroy our standard of living and change our society as a whole in order to reduce 1 part in 10,000 of CO2.

How ridiculous can it get before REASONABLE people say "Enough is Enough"? This is my question for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation!

**A PATRIOT'S VIEW FROM OTTAWA - by Keith B.**

"Canada as we knew her is collapsing under irresponsible political leadership that fails to understand the greatness it inherited."

This is completely untrue and naive. Canada is **NOT** collapsing at all. The "leader" knows full well what "he" is doing. #Canada's "greatness" is **VERY WELL" understood" and greatly desired by the clan who believe it should still be theirs --- and **WILL BE THEIRS ONCE AGAIN" --- to govern in THEIR WAY.

We are witnessing one of the **greatest non military take overs in history.** A take over based on a brilliant (credit where credit is due) **master plan (passed down to JT from PET),** which uses (among other things) political power and **lots of majority English Canadian money,** as well as a fake "bilingualism" **mantra** in order to shift the power structure.

This is a **PLAN** the likes of which humanity has likely **historically never seen before.** A plan that is **actively being helped** by the very people who will ultimately (if they don't wake up) be the ones that are **subjugated.**

We **MUST** (at the very least) begin to accept this and **act against it accordingly or we're doomed.** One cannot begin to confront an enemy with the **wrong weapons.** Whether those weapons be words or whatever. **Knowledge of what the enemy is doing** and how then allows for the proper counter attacks, response and defense. Otherwise it is like sending troops to the front lines to be slaughtered for nothing.

**Our last remaining strength is the English speaking majority.** Yes, there are plenty of us here in the east too. We somehow must unite this group. Help
are plenty of us here in the east too. We somehow must unit this group. Help them understand "the plan" and why we must no longer go along with it.

Not to crush the French, NO.
But to regain the balance of power...

It's all spelled out HERE. Take the time to listen as it is clear that the PLAN is WORKING and is designed to perpetuate itself:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-h56J2QsibI&feature=youtu.be

TRUDEAU'S COMMENTS ON CANADA IN 2010

As an introduction, please listen to Justin Trudeau’s comments in a television interview in 2010. Then read the following commentary from an Ottawa resident.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oA1yCIHMJwY

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Resource exploitation (petroleum, mining, potash, etc.) and agricultural exports (canola, pulses, wheat, soybeans, etc.) provide the revenue sources to the Federal/Provincial governments necessary to pay for education and social programs, especially healthcare. Vibrant economies in Alberta & Saskatchewan fuel the Federal transfer payment program giving Quebec over $10 Billion a year. To suggest that landlocked provinces can abandon resource industries and still maintain their standard of living (never mind indirectly finance the Federal transfer payment program), we should ask Gerry Butts if it is plausible. Ontario is now paying the costs of the Buttian inspired Green Energy Plan and will continue to pay for another 50 years as core manufacturing jobs emigrate to Michigan, Indiana & Ohio.

2. From a Reader: I don’t understand all the fluff about Gerald Butts being “back” because let’s face it and realize … he never left. Oh pardon me – he appears to have left (and suggestions are he did so with a substantial “settlement package” funded on the backs of Canadian taxpayers), but we need to be real. He was always in the building and his friend Justin Trudeau will ensure he remains in the building and is very well looked after. Cronyism, self-servedness and self-protection at its sickening best!
PS: Does anyone know the date of the Western Alliance going away party? I’d hate to miss our exit and just want to make sure I save the date. It’s hell buying
a new dress, hat and shoes at the last minute.

3. From a Reader: Respectfully I have a legal question - could this group or another put forward a class action suit against the federal government and individuals like Trudeau associated to the impact of the Climate Emergency they have mandated and are promoting to cover damages to individuals and industry? Could this be a more or less passive class action to put accountability to their statements? The basis being that if within the next 11.2 years the world does not come to a catastrophic end that this group of the federal government and promoting individuals would need to pay a massive amount of money (say $1 trillion) for damages. These people talk a story that has only catastrophic penalties to the country and the hard working Canadians, in particular western Canadians (Albertans). There is presently no accountability for their actions. If Trudeau’s platinum spoon was at risk would the rhetoric flow from his entitled mouth? Would he make statements to cause youth to think the world will end if we don’t shut down coal fired power stations and reduce or eliminate the oil sands development?

4. From a Reader: There is an interesting, more focussed tone in the editorial section of your newsletters (and I like it). I’m guessing this is being fueled by the currently exhibited behaviour of Trudeau and his lemmings as they begin to establish their groundwork in preparation for the upcoming election. Clearly the ‘sunny days’ facade is long gone. With their cards now on the table, free from the illusion they were formerly presenting to us, we now know that they are absolutely, “not as advertised”. Well wakey wakey boys and girls! I am encouraged to know that our conservatives have begun accumulating a war chest in anticipation of the coming maelstrom that will be the next election. There is hopeful knowledge that ‘third party supporters’ from the industry are doing likewise preparing to ‘do battle’ with funding and targeted marketing. More than welcome news. We will need everyone available in supporting our message and direction if we are to prevail.

In terms of consequences, this absolutely is the most important election that Alberta has ever faced. With Jerry Butts back at the trough and the true and full identity of the Trudeau plague revealed its time to take off the gloves and stop being the gentle, generous, gracious people that we ‘Native Albertans’ have always been. We must pre emptively fight fire with fire and do so with extreme prejudice making it clear to Ottawa that we are done being the hinterland feeding central Canada and Quebec. Sir John A. must be spinning in
his grave!

**ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING**

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. **JASON KENNEY AND SEPARATION**

2. **GUNTHER: TRUDEAU LIBERALS NOT ONLY ANTI-OIL, BUT ALSO ANTI-ALBERTA**
   https://edmontonsun.com/opinion/columnists/gunter-trudeau-liberals-not-only-anti-oil-but-also-anti-alberta

3. **CONRAD BLACK: REMEMBER THE REAL SCANDALS OF THE TRUDEAU GOVERNMENT**

4. **B.C. LOOMS AS A MAJOR BARRIER TO INTERPROVINCIAL TRADE**
   https://www.jwnenergy.com/article/2019/7/bc-looms-major-barrier-interprovincial-trade/

5. **PRECISION DRILLING CEO BLASTS GOVERNMENT FOR WEAK ENERGY INVESTMENT CLIMATE**

**ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE**

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!
Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.